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Abstract

This paper analyzes the problem of distributed detection in a sensor network

of binary sensors. In particular, statistical dependence between local decisions

(at binary sensors) is assumed, and two complementary methods to save energy

have been considered: censoring, to avoid some transmissions from sensors to

fusion center, and a sleep and wake up random schedule at local sensors. The

effect of possible failures in transmission has been also included, considering the

probability of having a successful transmision from a sensor to the fusion center.

In this scenario, the necessary statistical information has been identified, the

optimal decision rule at the fusion center has been obtained, and some examples

have been used to analyze the effect of statistical dependence in a simple network

with two sensors.
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1. Introduction

Joint advances in complementary disciplines such as material science, semi-

conductor technologies, networking, communications, or statistical signal pro-

cessing, have allowed the ubiquitous deployment of wireless sensor networks

(WSN) for numerous applications (see, for instance, [1] and references therein).

Evolution of these networks has required an important development in many
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different research areas [2], and in particular the detection problem has received

a great attention. This is one of the canonical problems in sensor networks: to

decide between several possible hypothesis from a set of available observations.

Statistical detection theory [3]-[5] provides the optimal solution to this problem

under different criteria when conditional distributions for observations given

each hypothesis are available. In the context of sensor networks, the detection

problem typically becomes decentralized, because sensors usually process local

observations to produce some quantization that is sent to a fusion center, in-

stead of transmitting the observation value itself. Decentralized detection has

also received a great attention in the literature, analyzing a great varity of net-

work configurations and different related problems: optimal rules at the fusion

center, at the local sensors, performance analysis, etc. Examples of interesting

contributions can be found for instance in [6]-[11], although the literature on

this topic is vast.

Initially, most results were based on the conditional independence assump-

tion, i.e., conditional distributions of different observations were independent

given each hypothesis. However, this assumption does not hold in many real

applications, and different works have considered the decentralized detection

problem under statistical dependence ([12]-[17] are again just examples of some

interesting contributions). Unfortunatelly, in most cases analysis is much more

involved under dependence, even in the case of networks with a small number

of sensors, as it was perfectly illustrated in [18] or [19].

In networks with self-powered sensors, energy consumption becomes a crucial

aspect for network lifetime [20], and therefore has to be taken into account at

the different network levels [21], [22]. “Sleep” and “wake up” schedule of local

sensor nodes is a technique that has demonstrated to increase the lifetime of

the network [23, 24]. Using this technique, a given sensor will not sense, process

its observation and transmit its decision at some “sleep” sampling instants or

periods of time, which are specified according to some deterministic or random

schedule of sensor activity. Depending on sensor characteristics, during these

“sleep” intervals the sensor node can go to a sleeping mode or just can keep in
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an idle state that consumes a low amount of energy.

As one of the more energy demanding taks is wireless transmission [25],

censored transmission schemes have been used to save energy. In a censored

network, the transmission of the available information is avoided when under

different criteria the local information is considered less informative or useful. In

some cases transmission is prevented when the likelihood ratio of a given node

is out of certain bounds [26, 27, 28]. Sequential tests have also been proposed

at the local nodes [29] to only transmit when the certainty about the decision

is high enough. However, these techniques are not useful for some widely used,

non-parametric, learning-based local detectors, like in [30], or in commercial de-

vices implementing unknown detection rules where likelihood measures of local

observations are not available. In these cases, censoring has to be based on local

decisions of sensors. In networks with binary sensors (sensors providing a binary

local decision), a binary censoring scheme can be used, allowing transmission

only in the case of a positive local detection, and preventing it in the case of a

negative local detection [31].

In this paper a sensor network of binary sensors, with dependence in local

decisions, will be considered, as in [13]. Unlike in [13], transmission from sensor

nodes to the fusion center will not be considered ideal, but a given probability

of failure in each transmission will be considered. Moreover, with the purpose

of saving energy to increase the network lifetime, a sleep and wake up random

schedule is combined with a binary censoring mechanism. This scenario was

analyzed in [31] and [32] under the assumption of conditional independence,

and will be extended here to include dependence in local decisions.

The paper is organized as follows. The problem will be stated in Section

2. Section 3 will provide the conditional distributions for observation, which

will be used to obtain the optimal test at the fusion center. The statistical

information that is necessary to know at the fusion center to implement the

optimal decision will be identified in Section 4. Some examples will be used in

Section 5 to analyze how dependence affects the performance of the proposed

detection rule. Finally, Section 6 discusses some of the main conclusions that
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can be extracted from this work.

2. Problem Statement

This paper is focused on a decentralized detection problem that can be

formulated as a binary hypothesis test when a network of ` binary sensors

is deployed over a region D. The problem is to decide between two possible

hypotheses, the null hypothesis H0 and the alternative hypothesis H1, from the

local binary decisions that are collected from the set of ` sensors in D by a fusion

center. An example of this kind of problem is the one treated in [32], where a

fusion center has to decide if a target is or is not present at a specific position

z ∈ D or inside a sub-region D′ ⊂ D. In this example the two hypotheses are

therefore defined as follows:

• Null hypothesis, H0, if a target is not present (at z or in region D′).

• Alternative hypothesis, H1, if a target is present (at z or in region D′).

It is assumed that all local sensors apply some binary detection rule, not nec-

essarily identical for all sensors, and not necessarily based on a likelihood ratio

test. The local detection rules may not be known at the fusion center.

As in [31] and [32], it will be assumed that the fusion center knows the

number of sensors that are deployed in the network and the position of every

sensor (as will be discussed in Section 3, the knowledge of sensor positions is not

necessary in this paper; it is included here to maintain the same conditions of

previous works [31] and [32]). Set X will contain the positions of the ` sensors

X = {x1,x2, · · · ,x`} (1)

The exploration of D, which can be either automatic or beacon driven, can

potentially produce the following data set:{
{xj , yj}`j=1

}
(2)

with xj ∈ D being the position of the j-th sensor and yj ∈ {0, 1} being its

binary local decision. Positions can be transmitted from sensors to the fusion
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center, but in static networks they can also be obtained at an initial calibration

phase during the deployment of the network. In this case, in order to know the

position of a given sensor, only a simple identification tag has to be transmitted

(position will be implicit), and sensors do not have to incorporate a GPS chip

or any other location device.

Vectors x and y will be used to group sensor positions and their local deci-

sions, respectively

x = [x1,x2, · · · ,x`], y = [y1, y2, · · · , y`] (3)

A many-to-one parallel transmission strategy to send this information to the

fusion center is assumed. Not all information in (2) will be available at the

fusion center to perform the hypothesis test. The reason is twofold. First,

transmission failures can happen. Second, some techniques to economize power

are used to prevent the sensors to sense and transmit at every sampling time.

When a sensor tries to transmit to the fusion center, this transmission can be

succesfull or can fail. The probability of a successful transmission will be denoted

as pt. In this work pt will be considered to be equal for all sensors, although

the extension to include different values for each sensor is straightforward.

Two particular mechanisms are used for power control: sleep and wake up

schedule, and censoring. These techniques will be the same used in [31] and [32]

• A random sleep and wake up schedule is used locally, at sensor level. A

sensor will only sense and process the local measure to obtain a local binary

decision with a given probability ps. This schedule is independent for

each individual sensor in the network. Parameter ps will tradeoff between

performance and energy saving. Here, this parameter will be considered to

be equal for all sensors, although the extension to include different values

for each sensor is straightforward.

• A censoring mechanism is used to reduce the number of transmissions.

When a sensor is “awake”, it will sense and process its local measure to

obtain a binary decision. Censoring will be based on the local decision:
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if local decision is positive (yj = 1) the sensor will try to transmit (its

position or its identification tag); if local decision is negative (yj = 0) the

sensor will not transmit to save power.

This scenario was analyzed in [31] and [32] under the conditional independence

assumption for local binary decisions. Here the same scenario will be analyzed

without this assumption, considering the case of conditional dependence of lo-

cal decisions. Under the assumption of conditional independence under each

hypothesis (see [31] or [32]), it was only necessary to know the conditional

probabilities of a positive local decision for each isolated sensor under both hy-

pothesis, pd(x|Hk); under the independence assumption such a function is in

general dependent on the distance of the sensor with target for H1, and a con-

stant probability of false alarm, α, for H0. This fact allows the problem to be

stated in terms of the joint distribution of sensor location and its local decision

for a single sensor

fX,Y |H(x, y|Hk) = fX(x) (pd(x|Hk)δ[y − 1] + (1− pd(x|Hk))δ[y]) (4)

where fX(x) is the probability density function of sensor locations. If sensors

are assumed to be randomly and uniformly located in D, this function is

fX(x) =
1

SD
(5)

where SD is the surface (or volume) of area D, and when locations are known,

and included in set X

fX(x) =
1

`
IX (x) (6)

where IX (x) is the indicator function saying if x is contained in set X .

In this paper some statistical dependence between local decisions will be

considered. The statistical knowledge about this dependence will be in this case

given by the joint probability of detection and joint probability of false alarm

of every possible subset of n sensors. These probabilities are defined as the

probability that all these n sensors obtain simultaneously a positive detection

under H1 and H0, respectively. If the set In contains the indexes of n different
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sensors

In = {i1, i2, · · · , in} (7)

with ik 6= ij if k 6= j, and vector xIn contains the locations of the n sensors

with indexes contained in In

xIn = [xi1 ,xi2 , · · · ,xin ] (8)

the following joint conditional probabilities

pd(xIn |Hk) = P (yi1 = yi2 = · · · = yin = 1|Hk) (9)

denote the joint probabilities of detection (for H1) and joint probabilities of

false alarm (for H0), which will be known for each n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , `} and for

each possible set of n different indexes In. In practice, these functions can

be obtained analytically (based on the knowledge about the physical process

or statistical model for measurements and local decision rules) or by means of

empirical measurements. This allows to work with commercial devices providing

a binary detection with an unknown decision rule. It is interesting to remark

that for ` sensors, the number of joint probabilities is given by 2
(
2` − 1

)
, which

limits the size of ` that can be treated in practice.

3. Hypothesis test at the fusion center

The optimal hypothesis test at the fusion center, under Neyman-Pearson and

Bayes criteria, is given in terms of a likelihood ratio test (LRT) [5]. If Θ is the

random variable denoting observations at the fusion center, and θ denotes its

realization, the likelihood ratio test is defined as the ratio between conditional

distributions of Θ given the hypothesis

ΛΘ(θ) =
fΘ|H(θ|H1)

fΘ|H(θ|H0)
(10)

The detection rule at the fusion center will be given by

uFC(θ) =


0, if Λ(θ) < λ

ξ, if Λ(θ) = λ

1, if Λ(θ) > λ

(11)
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Threshold λ, and distribution of the Bernoulli randomization variable ξ for the

NP test, will be obtained to fulfill the NP or Bayes criterion (here, a common

notation for NP or Bayesian detection has been used to simplify the presentation

because this is part of the well known theory of statistical decision; further

details can be found in every classical book such as [3], [4] or [5]).

In this paper X is used to denote sensor positions, which are supposed

to be known at the fusion center. In fact, it is not necessary to know the

sensor positions, but it is only necessary for the fusion center to be able to

identify the sensor which is associated to each received transmission (to make

use of the appropriate statistical model in the likelihood ratio); therefore, it

is straightforward to modify X to represent identification tags for each sensor

in the network. The reason to include sensor positions in notation instead

of identification tags is twofold: first, to mantain the same basic notation as

in previous works [31] and [32] that analyzed the same scenarios under the

conditional independence assumption; second, because in many real applications

the probability of detection for a given sensor depends on its position (typically

as a function of the distance with the target to be detected). The explicit

inclusion of sensor position in notation can be helpful in these applications to

make easier to understand the detection procedure.

3.1. Conditional distributions using binary censoring

In this section, conditional distributions defining the LRT will be obtained

for a network where binary censoring, along with a sleep and wake up schedule, is

used to economize energy. Distributions will be initially obtained for a network

with only two sensors and will be later extended to an arbitrary number ` of

sensors. For the case of two sensors, let X and Y be the random variables

denoting the positions and local decisions, respectively, of both sensors

X = [X1,X2], Y = [Y1, Y2] (12)

If x and y denote their possible realizations, fX,Y|H(x,y|Hk) denotes the joint

conditional distribution under hypothesis Hk, and fY|X,H(y|x, Hk) denotes the
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conditional distribution of local decisions given sensor positions. These ditribu-

tions (for k ∈ {0, 1}) are related with the joint probability of detection of the

` = 2 sensors.

Let the random variable Θ denote the observation available at the fusion

center, and θ will denote its realization. Because of the censoring mechanism

that is used, the observation will be completely described by the positions of

sensors having a successful transmission with the fusion center, because the

binary decision y = 1 is implicit by the binary censoring strategy. Therefore,

the alphabet of Θ will be given by

θ ∈ {[ ], [x1], [x2], [x1,x2]} , (13)

because depending on several factors, zero, one or the two sensors will success-

fully transmit to the fusion center at a given time. Conditional distributions for

each possible value of observation, assuming that positions of the ` sensors are

known at the fusion center, will be obtained as follows. When there is not any

successful transmisión, i.e., θ = [ ]

fΘ|H(θ|Hk) =fY|X,H([0, 0]|x, Hk) + fY|X,H([1, 0]|x, Hk)(1− pspt)

+ fY|X,H([0, 1]|x, Hk)(1− pspt) + fY|X,H([1, 1]|x, Hk)(1− pspt)2

(14)

This expression is obtained taking into account that such observation can be

produced in the following cases:

• Both sensors would have a null local decision even if they were “awake”

(according to the sleep and wake up random schedule).

• Sensor 1 would have a positive local decision, but it was “asleep” or it was

“awake” but its transmission failed, and at the same time sensor 2 would

have a negative local decision in any case.

• Sensor 2 would have a positive local decision, but it was “asleep” or it was

“awake” but its transmission failed, and at the same time sensor 1 would

have a negative local decision in any case.
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• Both sensors would have a positive local decision, but they were “asleep”

or they were “awake” but their transmissions failed.

Following the same reasoning, if only first sensor transmission has been received

at the fusion center, i.e., θ = [x1]

fΘ|H(θ|Hk) = fY|X,H([1, 0]|x, Hk)pspt + fY|X,H([1, 1]|x, Hk)pspt(1− pspt)

(15)

and similarly, if the received transmission is only for second sensor, i.e., θ = [x2]

fΘ|H(θ|Hk) = fY|X,H([0, 1]|x, Hk)pspt + fY|X,H([1, 1]|x, Hk)pspt(1− pspt)

(16)

Finally, when fusion center receives the transmission of both sensors, i.e., θ =

[x1,x2], conditional distribution is given by

fΘ|H(θ|Hk) = fY|X,H([1, 1]|x, Hk)(pspt)
2 (17)

Extension of these expressions for the general case of ` sensors is very simple.

The vectors of random variables X and Y will now model positions and local

decisions, respectively, for all sensors

X = [X1,X2, · · · ,X`], Y = [Y1, Y2, · · · , Y`] (18)

with x and y denoting the corresponding realizations

x = [x1,x2, · · · ,x`], y = [y1, y2, · · · , y`] (19)

Observation at a given instant will contain the positions of the n sensors that

after sensing and having a positive local decision had a successful transmission.

Therefore an instance of this observation can be written as

θ = [x1,x2, · · · ,xn] (20)

where, without lack of generality and for the sake of a simpler notation, we have

considered that the n sensors with a successful transmission are the ones corre-

sponding to the first n positions in x. In this case, the conditional distribution
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of the observation under hypothesis Hk is

fΘ|H(θ|Hk) =
∑

yna∈Y`−n
NA

fY|X,H([1n,yna]|x, Hk)× (pspt)
n(1−pspt)||yna||2 (21)

where 1n denotes a vector of n ones, and the set Y`−n
NA represents the set of all

possible values for non available measures, which in practice includes the set of

2`−n binary vectors of length `− n. Note that ||yna||2 accounts for the number

of ones in yna, which will be in the the range from 0 to `− n.

3.2. Conditional distributions without censoring

Although this paper is focused on binary censoring, in this section condi-

tional distributions of the observations will be obtained also for a network that

does not use censoring, which will be used as a reference to compare performance

in Section 5 for a network with two sensors. Without censoring, every sensor

that is “awake”, according to its local random sleep and wake up schedule, will

try to transmit its local decision yi to the fusion center, along with its position

or identification tag. Therefore, the alphabet of the observation for a network

with 2 sensors will be given in this case by

θ ∈ {[ ], [(x1, y1)], [(x2, y2)], [(x1, y1), (x2, y2)]} (22)

Taking into account that y1, y2 ∈ {0, 1}, the observation can take 9 possible

values. Conditional distributions of the observations for observation θ = [ ] are

fΘ|H(θ|Hk) = (1− pspt)2 (23)

because this observation happens when both sensors were “asleep” or their trans-

missions failed. For observation θ = [(x1, y1)]

fΘ|H(θ|Hk) = fY|X,H([y1, 0]|x, Hk)pspt(1−pspt)+fY|X,H([y1, 1]|x, Hk)pspt(1−pspt)

(24)

and for θ = [(x2, y2)]

fΘ|H(θ|Hk) = fY|X,H([0, y2]|x, Hk)pspt(1−pspt)+fY|X,H([1, y2]|x, Hk)pspt(1−pspt)

(25)
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because in both cases the missing decision can be 0 or 1. Finally, for θ =

[(x1, y1), (x2, y2)]

fΘ|H(θ|Hk) = fY|X,H([y1, y2]|x, Hk)(pspt)
2 (26)

Extension of these expressions for the general case of ` sensors, when deci-

sions for n sensors are available, is also simple. Assuming again for the sake of

simplicity that available measures correspond to the first n elements of x and y

in (19), the conditional distribution of the observation under hypothesis Hk is

fΘ|H(θ|Hk) =
∑

yna∈Y`−n
NA

fY|X,H([yn,yna]|x, Hk)× (pspt)
n(1− pspt)`−n (27)

where yn denotes a vector with the n received local decisions, and the set Y`−n
NA

represents the set of all possible values for non available measures, which in

practice includes the set of 2`−n binary vectors of length `− n.

4. Necessary statistical information

Expressions obtained for conditional distributions of the observations, re-

quired to implement the optimal NP or Bayes detection rule in the proposed

scenario, allow to identify the information that is necessary to have at the fusion

center to perform an optimal NP or Bayes test:

• Parameter ps defining the sleep and wake up local schedule for sensors.

• Parameter pt modeling the probability of a successful transmission.

• The conditional distributions of local binary decisions

fY|X,H(y|x, Hk), k ∈ 0, 1 (28)

for all the 2` possible values of binary vector y.

The following proposition states that these conditional distributions are im-

plicit in the set of joint probabilities of detection for all possible sets of sensors,

similarly to the result provided in [13] for an scenario without censoring, sleep

and wake up mechanism or transmission failures.
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Proposition 1. The collection of conditional joint probabilities of detection

Pd = {pd(xI |Hk) : I ⊆ {1, 2, · · · , `}} (29)

where xI denotes the vector containing the positions of sensors with indexes in

set I, as in (8), along with the values of the parameter controlling the sleep

and wake up schedule, ps, and the probability of a successful transmission, pt,

contain the necessary statistical information to implement a Neyman-Pearson or

a Bayes test at the fusion center. The conditional probability density functions

defining the likelihood test are given by

fY|X,H(y|x, Hk) =
∑
I⊆A0

(−1)|I|pd(xA1∪I |Hk) (30)

where operator | · | denotes cardinality of a set and

Ak = {i : yi = k}, 1 ≤ i ≤ `, k ∈ {0, 1} (31)

Proof. To demonstrate this proposition it is only necessary to remark the depen-

dence of the likelihood ratio on ps, pt and conditional distributions fY|X,H(y|x, Hk).

The expression for these conditional distributions from joint conditional prob-

abilities of detection is equivalent to the expression of Theorem 1 in [13], using

a slightly different notation (probabilities of detection are replaced in [13] by

expectations over the product of local decisions). The same demonstration by

induction can be replicated.

As an example of the application of this proposition, for a system with ` = 3

local detectors, all the necessary statistical information is conveyed by ps, pt

and the following set of joint probabilities of detection

Pd = {pd(x1|Hk), pd(x2|Hk), pd(x3|Hk), pd([x1,x2]|Hk),

pd([x1,x3]|Hk), pd([x2,x3]|Hk), pd([x1,x2,x3]|Hk)} (32)

for k ∈ {0, 1}.

A simple iterative procedure to compute the conditional distributions from

joint conditional probabilities of detection is also proposed, as an alternative to
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the evaluation of the general expression given in the proposition. In equation

(30), the calculation of conditional distributions for some different values of y

share in many cases several of the elements in the addition. This iterative proce-

dure allows to avoid repeating the addition of these common terms by choosing

an appropriate order in the computation of conditional distributions. The pro-

cedure is based on the fact that conditional distribution for fY|X,H(y|x, ,Hk),

where y has n positive detections (n ones in y) can be written as the joint

probability of detection for the n sensors with a positive detection, minus the

addition of the conditional distributions fY|X,H(y′|x, ,Hk) for every y′ sharing

the n ones with y (i.e., considering all the 2`−n possible combinations of zeros

and ones at positions in y′ where there are zeros at y). The set I` will denote

the following set of ` ordered indexes

I` = {1, 2, · · · , `} (33)

Using this notation, the conditional joint probability density funcion fX,Y|H(x,y|Hk)

for the case of all sensors providing a positive local decision is given by the cor-

responding conditional joint probability of detection of all sensors

fY|X,H(1`|x, ,Hk) = pd(x|Hk) = pd(xI` |Hk) (34)

The distribution for all sensors with positive local detection except the last

sensor is obtained simply by

fY|X,H([1`−1, 0]|x, Hk) = pd(xI`−1 |Hk)− pd(x|Hk). (35)

It is straightforward to obtain the distribution for any y with `−1 positive local

decisions and a single negative local decision just by reordering the set of sensor

indexes.

Now, the distribution for all sensors with positive local detection except the

last two sensors is obtained as

fY|X,H([1`−2, 0, 0]|x, Hk) = pd(xI`−2 |Hk)− fY|X,H([1`−2, 1, 0]|x, Hk)

− fY|X,H([1`−2, 0, 1]|x, Hk)− fY|X,H([1`−2, 1, 1]|x, Hk) (36)
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The last three terms in the right hand side of (36) can be written in terms of the

joint probabilities of detection, as it has been shown above. But the advantage

of this iterative procedure is that now it is not necessary to compute again the

additions leading to these terms.

It is straightforward to obtain the distribution for any situation with ` − 2

positive local decisions and two negative local decisions just by reordering the

set of sensor indexes. This procedure can be repeated to add a new negative

local decision in each step to obtain all the joint conditional distributions.

5. Examples in a network with two sensors

This section will present some examples in a simple network with two sensors.

In this case, the necessary statistical information will be ps, pt and

Pd = {pd(x1|Hk), pd(x2|Hk), pd(x1,x2|Hk)} (37)

To quantify dependence, the correlation coefficient will be used, which for

two random variables is defined as

ρ =
cov(Y1, Y2)√

var(Y1) var(Y2)
(38)

where var(·) and cov(·, ·) denote variance of a random variable and covariance

between two random variables, respectively. By its own definition, this coeffi-

cient takes values in the range

−1 ≤ ρ ≤ +1 (39)

it is null if Y1 and Y2 are independent, and it takes its maximum value |ρ| = 1 if

Y1 and Y2 are linearly dependent. For binary random variables, this means that

ρ = 1 for the maximum dependence given by Y1 = Y2. Taking into account that

in this case Y1 and Y2 are binary variables, under hypothesis Hk this coefficient

is given in terms of the set of joint probabilities of detection by

ρk =
pd(x1,x2|Hk)− pd(x1|Hk)pd(x2|Hk)√

pd(x1|Hk)(1− pd(x1|Hk))pd(x2|Hk)(1− pd(x2|Hk))
(40)
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The following notation will be used in this section to simplify references to

conditional distributions for local decisions

F (k)
y1,y2

≡ fY|X,H([y1, y2]|x, Hk) (41)

In this network with two sensors

F
(k)
1,1 = pd(x1,x2|Hk) (42)

F
(k)
1,0 = pd(x1|Hk)− pd(x1,x2|Hk) (43)

F
(k)
0,1 = pd(x2|Hk)− pd(x1,x2|Hk) (44)

F
(k)
0,0 = 1 + pd(x1,x2|Hk)− pd(x1|Hk)− pd(x2|Hk) (45)

To compare performance of different network configurations, the receiver

operating characteristic (ROC) will be obtained and the area under the ROC

(AUROC), often referred to simply as area under the curve (AUC), will be

computed. ROC is the curve plotting the probability of detection of a classifier,

pD, as a function of its probability of false alarm, pFA [5]. Different values of

threshold decision λ in (11) will provide different values for pFA and pD, and

therefore, different points in the ROC curve. The ROC curve defines the set

of possible operating points (pFA, pD) that can be obtained modifying λ. For

discrete observations, modification of λ will produce a discrete set of points,

because the likelihood ratio ΛΘ(θ) has a limited number of possible values.

Modification of statistical properties of randomization variable ξ allows a linear

transition between these points, which makes the ROC to be piecewise linear.

ROC curve has long been used to analyze the performance of a classifier. A

detailed description of its properties can be found in [33].

AUC, the measure of the area under the ROC curve, is commonly used

as a figure of merit to compare classifiers [34], because it has some important

statistical properties (see [33] for details).
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For the scenario with binary censoring, taking into account that the obser-

vation can take one of the four possible values in (13), and therefore threshold λ

can be in five different relative postions with respect to these points, the ROC

will be given by five points: the extreme points (0, 0) and (1, 1), plus three

additional points.

In a conventional detection network, it is reasonable to assume that

ΛΘ([ ]) < ΛΘ([x1]), ΛΘ([ ]) < ΛΘ([x2]) (46)

and

ΛΘ([x1]) < ΛΘ([x1,x2]), ΛΘ([x2]) < ΛΘ([x1,x2]) (47)

because a higher number of received transmissions (associated with possitive

local decision, yi = 1) will generally indicate a higher probability of hypothesis

H1. Situation ΛΘ([x1]) < ΛΘ([x2]) or ΛΘ([x1]) > ΛΘ([x2]) will depend on the

relative detection performance of sensors at x1 and x2. Under these assump-

tions, using the generic notation (r
(0)
n , r

(1)
n ), n ∈ {1, 2, 3} for points defining the

ROC, these points will be given by

r
(k)
1 = p2F

(k)
1,1 (48)

r
(k)
2 =

p
(
F

(k)
1,0 + F

(k)
1,1

)
, if ΛΘ([x1]) > ΛΘ([x2])

p
(
F

(k)
0,1 + F

(k)
1,1

)
, if ΛΘ([x1]) < ΛΘ([x2])

(49)

r
(k)
3 = p

(
F

(k)
0,1 + F

(k)
1,0 + 2F

(k)
1,1

)
− p2F

(k)
1,1 (50)

where p = ps × pt denotes the joint probability of being “awake” and having

a successful transmission. Taking into account the possible relative locations

of threshold λ in (11) with respect to the four possible values of ΛΘ(θ), these

expressions can be easily obtained from probabilities associated to each possible

observation under both hypothesis, which are given by (14)–(17). Without the

reasonable constraints (46) and (47), the expressions for these points will change,

although it is straightforward to obtain them given relative values of ΛΘ(θ) for

all values of θ.
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The ROC for the uncensored scenario can be obtained in a similar way. The

ROC for the scenario where all sensors obtain their local decision and successfuly

transmit it to the fusion center (scenario analyzed in [13]) will also be computed

as a reference, because this scenario provides the best performance that can be

achieved by the binary networks considered in this paper. It is convenient to

remark that in this scenario, as all local decisions are available at the fusion

center, the likelihood ratio will be given by

ΛΘ(θ) =
fΘ|H(θ|H1)

fΘ|H(θ|H0)
=
fY|X,H([y1, y2]|x, H1)

fY|X,H([y1, y2]|x, H0)
(51)

Therefore, in this section three scenarios will be compared

• Scenario analyzed in [13] without censoring and sleep and wake up sched-

ule, and with a perfect transmission with the fusion center. Label “Ideal”

will be used to identify this scenario.

• Scenario with binary censoring, sleep and wake up schedule, defined by

parameter ps, and possible failures in the transmission to the fusion center,

modeled by parameter pt defining the probability of a successful transmis-

sion. Label “Censored” will be used to identify this scenario.

• Scenario without binary censoring, but with sleep and wake up schedule

and possible errors in the transmission to the fusion center, modeled by

parameters ps and pt, respectively. Label “Uncensored” will be used to

identify this scenario.

It is interesting to remark that these 3 scenarios are equivalent under condition

ps = pt = 1 (52)

When all sensors are “awake” and successfully transmit to the fusion center, all

the information (local decisions of all sensors) is available at the fusion center:

this fact is evident in the “Uncensored” scenario, and in the “Censored” scenario

sensors that have transmitted have a positive local decision and sensors that

have not transmitted have a negative local decision.
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Figure 1: ROC and AUC for Example 1 with ps = 0.9 and pt = 0.95.

5.1. Example 1 - ROC and AUC as a function of ps

In the first example, the following set of parameters has been used

pd(x1|H1) = 0.7, pd(x2|H1) = 0.8

pd(x1|H0) = 0.2, pd(x2|H0) = 0.15

ρ1 = ρ0 =
1

2

Note that both hypotheses have the same degree of correlation. Note also that

pd(x1|Hk) and pd(x2|Hk) along with ρk determine the value for pd(x1,x2|Hk)

through (40). Figs. 1, 2 and 3 plot the ROC and the AUC (in %), when

pt = 0.95 for different values of ps, 0.9, 0.75 and 0.5, respectively.

It can be seen how the ROC of “Censored” and “Uncensored” systems ap-

proach the “Ideal” ROC as ps increases, and is progresively worse as ps de-

creases. In fact, performance depends on the product of ps and pt, as it can

be seen in Fig. 4, where the AUC is plotted as a funciton of ps × pt. As this

product goes to 0, both “Censored” and “Uncensored” ROC converge to the

dummy detector with AUC equal to 50% (the one with ROC going through a
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Figure 3: ROC and AUC for Example 1 with ps = 0.5 and pt = 0.95.
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Figure 4: AUC as a function of the product ps × pt in Example 1.

straight line from (0, 0) to (1, 1) in the pFA vs pD plot). Obviously, the fusion

center can not make useful decisions when it does not receive information about

local decisions of the sensors. If the product goes to 1, both systems converge

to the optimal solution, as it was previously discussed.

5.2. Example 2

In this second example, the effect of correlation in performance will be as-

sessed. The following set of parameters has been used for different values of the

correlation coefficient.

pd(x1|H1) = pd(x2|H1) = 0.75

pd(x1|H0) = pd(x2|H0) = 0.3

ps = 0.9, pt = 0.95

In this example pd(x1|Hk) = pd(x2|Hk) to allow the correlation coefficient to

range from 0 to 1 (the case ρk = 1, corresponding to the y1 = y2 situation, can

only be obtained with this constraint in the probabilities of detection or false

alarm for individual detectors).
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Figure 5: AUC as a function of the correlation coefficient for dependence under both hypoth-

esis.

Fig. 5 plots AUC as a function of the correlation coefficient when this

parameter is the same under both hypothesis, i.e., ρ0 = ρ1. In this case, AUC

has a linear decrease as correlation coefficient increases for all methods. As

local decisions become more correlated, each individual decision contains a lower

information than in the case of conditional independent local decisions, which

makes AUC decrease. Moreover, difference in AUC value decreases with respect

to the ideal system as correlation increases.

Fig. 6 plots AUC for the case when dependence is only present under hy-

pothesis H1, while under H0 local decisions are independent. In this case, both

the “Ideal” and “Uncensored” systems exhibit the same behavior: AUC de-

creases as ρ1 increases up to a given point; from this point, a higher correlation

provides a better value for AUC. Again, as measures become more correlated

under H1, initially each measure has lower information than in the independent

case, thus making AUC to decrease. However, as measures achieve a certain de-

gree of correlation under H1 but there are still independent under H0, the own

correlation vs not correlation of the observations under H1 and H0, respectively,
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Figure 6: AUC as a function of the correlation coefficient with dependence only under H1.

can be helpful to discriminate between both hypothesis. This behavior has also

been seen in other kind of detection problems, for instance in the fusion of de-

pendent local decision in tandem networks [35]. However, in this example the

“Censored” system does not seem to have this behavior: AUC decreases linearly

as correlation index increases, and there is not a point where slope changes sign.

Analyzing this case with more detail, it was observed that the point where

the slope changes sign (and therefore the trend with correlation changes) moved

accordingly to the quality of individual sensors. As this quality is improved

(pd(xi|Hk) increases for H1 and decreases for H0) the point moved right, to

higher values of correlation. When quality was lower (pd(xi|Hk) decreases forH1

and increases for H0), the point moved to the left, to lower values of correlation.

This effect will be illustrated by using a couple of sensors that are “worse” than

the ones in the initial setup, in particular

pd(x1|H1) = pd(x2|H1) = 0.7

pd(x1|H0) = pd(x2|H0) = 0.35

Fig. 7 plots the evolution of AUC as a function of ρ1 using these sensors. It can
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Figure 7: AUC as a function of the correlation coefficient with dependence only under H1 for

slightly “worse” individual sensors.

be seen that now all methods have basically the same kind of behavior, although

a higher level of correlation is required to change the trend in the “Censored”

method. As sensors with “better” individual performance are used, the value

of correlation at which the trend of AUC changes moves to higher values, and

at a given point there is no change in the negative slope for the “‘Censored”

method, as it happens in Fig. 6.

Finally, Fig. 8 plots the evolution of AUC when correlation is present only

under H0. The initial setup has been considered to obtain the picture. In this

case, all methods exhibit the same kind of behavior, and the point where the

trend with correlation changes is the same for the three methods.

6. Discussion

This paper has analyzed a distributed detection problem in a network with

binary sensors with conditional dependence in local decisions. The necessary

statistical information for optimal decisions has been identified. Expressions

for the conditional distributions of observations have been obtained when a lo-
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Figure 8: AUC as a function of the correlation coefficient with dependence only under H0.

cal sleep and wake up schelude is used in combination with binary censoring,

or without binary censoring. The effect of failed transmissions has been also

considered. Performance of the proposed method has been analyzed in a sim-

ple network with two sensors by using the area under the ROC as a figure of

merit. These experiments illustrate the different trends with correlation appear-

ing when correlation is present just under one hypothesis or when it is present

under both hypothesis.

Binary censoring and sleep and wake up schedules can clearly help to reduce

the energy consumption in wireless sensor networks, thus increasing network

lifetime. Obviously, there is a tradeoff between energy consumption and perfor-

mance. Using large values for parameter ps, which defines the local sleep and

wake up random schedule, performance can be made to be close to the optimal

perfomance without censoring. Lower values of ps will save more energy at the

price of a lower performance. The amount of energy that can be saved by using

binary censoring combined with a local sleep and wake up schedule, as it is

proposed here, will be highly dependent on the probability of hypothesis H1,

because this is related with the number of positive local detections (and the cor-
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responding transmissions), and on the specific sensor characteristics: efficiency

of sleep and wake up schedule, relative energy consumption due to sensing,

processing local decision, and wireless transmission, etc. Therefore, design de-

cision for parameter ps will be strongly dependent on these characteristics and

on the required performance. When required performance is time variant, it is

also possible to dynamically modify parameter ps to accomodate to the current

performance requirements. The formulation used in this manuscript allows the

designer to analyze the performance/lifetime tradeoff in practical binary net-

works an to select the optimal configuration taking into account the underlying

constraints of the specific application, and the characteristics of the sensors that

are used to implement the network.

One of the problems that appears with dependence in distributed detection

problems is that in many cases it is difficult to know the statistical model of the

underlying measures, which will define the optimal detection rule. In the case of

binary sensors, the problem can be alleviatted, because the necessary statistical

information is included in the joint probabilities of detection between different

subsets of the sensors. These probabilities can be properly modeled in many

practical scenarios if it is possible to have some initial calibration stage where

probabilities of detection could be estimated from real measures. This can be

feasible for instance in an application for indoor detection where the network

can be deployed and some test procedures can be established to estimate the

probabilities of detection.

Although this is beyond the scope of this paper, an interesting question

can be how the fusion center can learn the statistical dependence of local de-

cisions from received data. Introducing an adaptive mechanism to update the

estimations of joint probabilities of detection can be helpful in nonstationary

environments.

A final comment about ps and pt. It can be seen that in all expressions

corresponding to conditional distributions of observations, the effect of these

parameters is clearly coupled through their product. This is because both pa-

rameters produce the same effect: the lack at the fusion center of some data.
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The reason to keep them separated in notation is to make explicit that this

lack of information is produced by two very different causes: one is the inherent

probability of failures in wireless transmissions, which is unavoidable in prac-

tice but undesirable; the other one is intentional, as ps is a design parameter

allowing to establish a tradeoff between performance and energy consumption.
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